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studioIDS
From experiment to the new normal:

Workplace mobility at Perkins+Will’s innovative new Minneapolis studio.

Did we succeed in creating a workplace that
accommodates our flurry of activity, diverse streams of
creativity, future growth, and an array of workstyles while
maximizing productivity?

YES WE DID!

HOW WE MEASURED SUCCESS
We conducted a comprehensive mixed method post-occupancy evaluation of our new space, capturing
employee perspectives and design performance.

UTILIZATION STUDY

ATTENDANCE DATA

Tracking occupancy
and work activities.

Monitoring office
attendance.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

SURVEYS

Quantifying
operational
changes.

SITE OBSERVATIONS

Gathering
employees’
perspectives.

INFORMAL INTERVIEWS

Documenting
actual space
use.

SUGGESTION OX
Collecting
anonymous
comments.

Acquiring candid
feedback.

WHAT’S WORKING AND NOT WORKING
Based on pre- and post-occupancy data, we uncovered seven critical themes shaping the studioIDS
workplace:

COMMUNITY + CULTURE
There is a strong sense of community and pride in our space. While some people initially expressed
concern that unassigned seating would make it difficult to connect with new employees, we were excited
to find that the opposite was true!

OUR SENSE OF COMMUNITY HAS INCREASED.
Survey: How would you rate the overall work environment according to the following statement (% agreement):

Sense of community

25%

OLD SPACE

86%
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“I feel like I know my coworkers
better than before as I am
able to sit next to any of them
throughout the day.”

“I feel more connected to
my coworkers and my team.
I feel that we are a stronger
community in this space.”

OUR SENSE OF ENERGY/BUZZ HAS INCREASED.
Survey: How would you rate the overall work environment according to the following statement (% agreement):

Sense of energy/buzz

28%

OLD SPACE

90%
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TEAMING + COLLABORATION
Employees report that our new studio promotes collaboration, flexibility, and teamwork. Project teams
have found it easier to work together and share knowledge.

WE ARE MORE ACCESSIBLE TO OUR COLLEAGUES.
Survey: How would you rate the overall work environment according to the following statements (% agreement):

Ability to have confidential conversations with colleagues

15%

OLD SPACE

63%
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Ability to have spontaneous face-to-face conversations

65%

OLD SPACE
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90%
Ability to schedule face-to-face meetings

80%
89%

OLD SPACE
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WE ARE COLLABORATING MORE.

Survey: How would you rate the overall work environment according to the following statement (% agreement):

Ability to work side by side with colleagues

42%

OLD SPACE

85%
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96%

“Our team collaborates more,
taking advantage of the new
collaboration spaces and furniture.
We are able to have meetings
catered to whether we want to sit
or stand, in most places.”

OF EMPLOYEES FEEL
OUR SPACE PROMOTES
COLLABORATION AND
TEAMWORK

“Great collaboration,
team building and
connectivity, around
the firm and with
clients.”

PRODUCTIVITY
The variety of worksettings allow people to choose their workspace based on the type of work they
are doing.

WE HAVE INCREASED OUR PRODUCTIVITY.
Survey: How would you rate the overall work environment according to the following statements (% agreement):

Ability to concentrate when I need to

40%

OLD SPACE

80%
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Ability to work comfortably at a desk

66%

OLD SPACE
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82%
Ability to conduct phone conversations

OLD SPACE

25%

studioIDS

65%

“I truly tailor my worksetting
based on my activities during
the day and it’s helped keep
me more productive, focused,
and empowered to have that
flexibility.”

“I appreciate the
flexibility to work where
and when I need to.
The ability to work
in a range of spaces
(including remotely) is
quite helpful.”

“Having the inspiration
to be more productive
and successful in
the tasks that I am
assigned.”

OPERATIONS + EFFECTIVENESS
With efficient planning, we were able to reduce our rent and real estate footprint by aligning the design of
the space with the overall vision for the future of our studio.

WE SAVED SPACE.
391 SF
Old Office

50%

130

REDUCTION IN
SQUARE FOOTAGE

SQUARE FEET
PER PERSON

176 SF
Industry
Average

130 SF
studioIDS

WE REDUCED COSTS.

25%

$100,000

REDUCTION IN
OPERATING COSTS

SAVINGS FROM REUSE
OF EXISTING MATERIALS

WE PLANNED EFFICIENTLY.
PEAK DESK

AVERAGE
DESK
UTILIZATION

52 DESKS
71 EMPLOYEES

UTILIZATION

72%

48%

WITH MORE
ROOM TO GROW!

*Desk utilization measured when occupant is present at desk.

SPACE + DESIGN
While the new space represents Perkins+Will, it also celebrates the culture of our Minneapolis practice.
The design provides flexible, fluid spaces that meet our changing needs and ideas.

WE WORK IN A HIGHLY SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT.

MATERIAL
REUSE

16%

5 MATERIALS

96%

FURNITURE
REUSE

FSC-CERTIFIED
WOOD

68%

PLYWOOD / HOMASOTE /
CARPET / METAL / GLASS

WE ARE TRUE TO OUR BRAND AND VALUES.

91%

“I believe this is a very
innovative space and I am
proud to work for a company
that will take risks and not
follow the path of least
resistance.”

“Making a space that
represents our identity,
values and represents
our story as the
Minneapolis Office”

OF EMPLOYEES AGREE
THE ENVIRONMENT
PROMOTES OUR
BRAND + VISION

ENVIRONMENT + ATMOSPHERE
Access to daylight and views to the outdoors have drastically increased. However, there are some
environmental conditions that need improvement, including thermal comfort, privacy, and acoustics.

WE IMPROVED OUR INDOOR ENVIRONMENT.
Survey: Rate the importance and performance of the following statement:

Overall view conditions in new space

IMPORTANCE

57%

75%

54%

WATTS/SF
SAVED

PERFORMANCE

400%
INCREASED
ACCESS TO
NATURAL
LIGHT

BUT OUR THERMAL COMFORT CAN IMPROVE.

52%

“Can get pretty
cold some days!
Definitely have to
wear a sweater or
jacket while in the
office most days.”

OF EMPLOYEES ARE
DISSATISFIED WITH
THERMAL COMFORT

“I am so cold all
the time even
though I wear long
sleeves/pants and
have a blanket.”

OUR PRIVACY AND ACOUSTICS CAN IMPROVE.
Survey: Rate the importance and performanc of the following statements:

Overall acoustic conditions in new space

86%

61%
IMPORTANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE GAP

Overall privacy conditions in new space

70%

57%
IMPORTANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE GAP

“There are times
throughout the day where
noise does become a
problem (people on the
phone, collaborating
around a desk, etc.).”

“I’m easily distracted
when sitting at
workstations - people
come up behind me etc.
and sometimes I need to
do headsdown work, with
two screens.”

TECHNOLOGY + RESOURCES
Employees are generally satisfied with the technology and resources in our new space however, people
would like additional training about how to use meeting space technology.

WE HAVE IMPROVED ACCESS TO AND EFFECTIVENESS OF TECHNOLOGY.
Survey: How would you rate the overall work environment according to the following statements (% agreement):

Ability to work with colleagues who work in other locations

32%

OLD SPACE

83%
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Ability to meet around technology

30%

OLD SPACE

81%
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WE CAN FURTHER EDUCATE PEOPLE ABOUT MEETING ROOM TECHNOLOGY.
Survey: Rate the importance and performance of the following statement:

Technology in conference rooms in new space

75% 91%
IMPORTANCE

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE GAP

HOW WE CAN IMPROVE
OPPORTUNITIES
We think striving towards the following goals will make our space even more functional and appreciated.

CREATE MORE
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR GETTING
TO KNOW NEW
EMPLOYEES.

UTILIZE FOCUS
ROOMS FOR
HEADSDOWN
OR PRIVATE
WORK.

EAT IN THE
CAFÉ TO
FOSTER A
GREATER SENSE
OF COMMUNITY.

RESERVE
MEETING
ROOMS
WHEN
NEEDED.

PRACTICE
WORKPLACE
ETIQUETTES.

PUT PROJECT
MATERIALS
AWAY WHEN
YOU ARE
FINISHED.

ADDRESS
THERMAL
COMFORT
ISSUES.

WHAT’S NEXT
We will continue to utilize our space as a testing
ground for new workplace ideas.
Ingrained in the studioIDS philosophy is a self-imposed challenge to be leaders and innovators in our industry.
We set out to walk our talk, be as transparent as possible, and find different ways to be creative, increase
employee health and happiness, and improve our bottom line. We will continue to measure and monitor our
space, collecting feedback as our office evolves.

All in all, 88% of employees are satisfied
with our new workplace, compared to
39% in our old space!
QUESTIONS? LET US KNOW!
JESSICA WOLKOFF LEED ® AP BD+C
PLANNING + STRATEGIES SENIOR CONSULTANT
612.851.5045
Jessica.Wolkoff@perkinswill.com

INTERESTED IN WHAT WE’RE
UP TO? FOLLOW ALONG ON
INSTAGRAM @STUDIO_IDS

